Abstract-In a polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) production, optimized fermentation process helps in reducing overall cost by increasing productivity. Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration influences growth rate which in turn affect the PHA production rate. Data driven technique using artificial neural network (ANN) is beneficial as process data based on real conditions are used. In this paper, we propose the use of particle swarm optimization (PSO) method in artificial neural network (ANN) model to determine the optimal number of neurons in hidden layer for modelling dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in PHA fermentation process. The neural network is modelled using real production data from a pilot scale 200L fed-batch bioreactor. A comparison between the proposed ANN-PSO and ANN is provided. Simulation result shows that ANN-PSO eliminates the need for time consuming repeated runs and able to obtain similar number of optimal hidden neuron with improved model accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) is a biodegradable, biobased and renewable polyester synthesized as granules by bacteria exposed to environmental stress conditions as a form of carbon and energy storage compound [1] [2] . Conditions that promotes accumulation of PHAs are characterized by limited concentration of essential nutrients for growth such as nitrogen and phosphorous while carbon sources is in excess [3] . Current emphasis on environmental sustainability and depletion of fossil fuel increases demand for environmentalfriendly biodegradable polymer making PHA a promising alternative to petroleum-based plastic. It has similar properties with polypropylene or polystyrene with the advantage of biocompatibility and non-toxicity [3] . Short-chain-length PHA Scl-PHA are mainly used in the production of food packaging material and disposable items. Characterized as elastomer, medium-chain-length PHA (mcl-PHA) mcl-PHA is more flexible and elastics, thus suitable for high valueadded application such as implants, biodegradable matrices for drug deliver and surgical sutures [4] . Recent works on the high value added applications of PHAs are tissue engineering [5] [6] , PHA coatings for drug delivery system on titanium implants [7] .
High production cost has become a major obstacle for wide commercial production of PHA. In order to make PHA more competitive in comparison to conventional plastics, the overall cost of PHA production needs to be decreased mainly by using cheap carbon sources and optimizing PHA recovery process as well as increasing productivity using optimized fermentation process and advanced cultivation control strategies [3] . Process cost is more directly related to oxygen input in comparison to other operational conditions and parameters during PHA fermentation such as pH, organic loading rate (ORL) and feeding frequency. Large amount of energy is needed due to constant aeration requirement in aerobic PHA fermentation process [8] .
Generally, in fermentation process, control of DO concentration in the broth is achieved by means of aeration and agitation speed adjustments or by manipulation of oxygen consumption rate [9] . In a pilot scale fermentation, oxygen supply or aeration is generally done by compressed air stream while agitation using mechanical devices are used in mixing the broth to enable gas-liquid contact [10] . As DO concentration is mostly affected by aeration and agitation speed, it is beneficial to model their relationship based on real process data for further use in controller design.
In an aerobic fermentation process such as PHA, dissolved oxygen concentration influences growth rate which in turn affect PHA production rate. A high DO level is required for maximal accumulation of PHA [8] . DO concentration varies depending on oxygen transfer rate between air bubbles and liquid, oxygen consumption for growth and maintenance, as well as cells' metabolic production [10] . For efficient production of PHA, an optimal profile of dissolved oxygen needs to be kept throughout the fermentation process. DO should not fall under a certain critical value to ensure growth of PHA producing microorganism and thus increase its production. Formulation of bioprocess model using process data or data driven technique is able to describe the true process conditions better than a model driven technique that focused on ideal steady state condition of process [11] . Artificial neural network (ANN) is a reliable and popular tool for approximation of nonlinear relationship between input and output data with little knowledge and no assumption of the process, also when dealing with problems involving prediction of variables [12] . ANN has been widely used in bioprocess modelling such as ethanol production [13] , lipase production [14] , bakers' yeast production [15] , volatile fatty acid rumen fermentation [16] and lipopeptide production [17] .
ANN model consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layers. The number of nodes in input layer and output layers are chosen according to the number of input and output, respectively. However, there is no straightforward method to determine the optimal number of neurons in hidden layer, thus trial and error method or repeated runs are usually used. Studies conducted in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] applied this method of hidden neuron number selection.
The structure of a neural network has significant effect on model accuracy. One of the most critical tasks in ANN design is to determine the appropriate number of hidden neurons. The network is unable to learn the underlying function if too few neurons are used, giving only a linear estimation of the values. However, too many neurons lead to overfitting or poor generalization for untrained data as well as excessive training time [18] . For successful application of ANN, the choice of optimal number of hidden neurons as part of network topology is vital. This paper presents an artificial neural network (ANN) model of dissolved oxygen concentration (DO), with optimized architecture using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm for PHA fermentation process. PSO is used to determine the most appropriate number of nodes in the hidden layer. The neural network model is based on real process data of dissolved oxygen, aeration rate and temperature from a pilot scale 200L bioreactor.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Fermentation Process Data
A 200L fed-batch bioreactor was fitted with on-line optical dissolved oxygen (DO) probe, temperature sensor probe and pH sensor probe as shown in Fig. 1 . Constant aeration is provided using ventilation pipe and pump. Peristaltic pumps were used for feeding of substrates and drawing sample. Stirrer agitation speed is constant for an entire batch of fermentation process although different speed is chosen for other batches.
The range and levels of the process parameters used for neural network modelling, namely, dissolved oxygen, aeration rate and temperature are given in Table I . Data from sensor readings were taken from two batches of cultivation. Different datasets are used for training and testing, each comprises of process data for 18 hours fermentation in the 200L bioreactor. Actual datasets obtained from Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system of the bioreactor are shown in Fig. 2 until Fig. 4 . 
B. ANN Model
A feedforward multilayer perceptron (MLPNN) with error backpropagation training algorithm based on Lavenberg Marquard (LM) approach is used in modelling dissolved oxygen (DO). LM is often considered as the most efficient in terms of accuracy and speed of convergence in finding the optimal point compared to other learning algorithm [19] . The ANN model has four neurons in the input layer and one Fig. 5 . The chosen inputs are past values of dissolved oxygen DO(t-1) and DO(t-2), aeration rate and temperature while the output is dissolved oxygen (DO). The neural network has one hidden layer with logarithm sigmoid (logsig) activation function implemented in the hidden layer while a linear transfer (purelin) function is used in the output layer, given by Equations 1-2 respectively. Bias is added to every neuron in hidden layer and output layer. The performance of the ANN model was evaluated using mean square error (MSE) and correlation coefficient (R 2 ) given by Equation 3-4 respectively. These criteria are used to measure how close the relationship between the actual and predicted DO values. MSE has been selected to be minimized as the objective function. (-n) )
logsig(n)=1/((1+exp
(1)
In Equation (4), youtput is the computed output of the ANN model, ytarget is the corresponding process output and n is the number of samples used for training. The trained neural network model was then tested using a completely different dataset from another fermentation batch.
C. PSO-ANN Model
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary algorithm based on animals' social behaviour in groups such as bird flocking, fish schooling and insect swarming [12] [20] . PSO initializes a group of random particles, which are candidate solution of the problem, expressed by position, velocity and fitness values. The optimal solution is searched by updating these values. For the initial group, the fitness value J(k), best personal position value for each particle, pbest and the best global position value for the swarm, gbest are calculated. These particles are then used to build the velocity to update the particles. Next, the fitness value of new particle is again calculated and compared, if the value is better than previous particle, Pbest and Gbest is updated. The process is constantly repeated until the number of iterations is achieved. Then the last updated gbest value is chosen as the optimal solution.
In this work, PSO optimizes the number of hidden neurons to obtain the best neural network architecture that gives minimum mean squared error (MSE) value based on standard PSO procedure. Neural network training using Lavenberg Marquardt (LM) optimization algorithm with means squared error (MSE) as performance parameter works in the inside loop to update ANN weights and biases. For each particle, the fitness value evaluated is based on MSE from neural network training using LM algorithm of the inside loop. The value of pbest and gbest represents the number of neurons in hidden layer. Algorithm in Table II and flowchart in Fig. 6 describes PSO application to ANN model. Determine fitness value of each particle in the population 3.Determine pbest and gbest 4.Update individual particle's velocity 5. Update individual particle's position 6. Stop algorithm if termination criteria are satisfied, otherwise return to
Step 2. 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. ANN Result
The number of neurons in hidden layer is determined by trial and error method where ten models were constructed, each for a different number of neurons in hidden layer. Also, each model was iterated 10 times for which the network performance was evaluated using both R 2 and mean squared error (MSE). The averaged values of training and testing results as shown in Table III 
B. Optimal Neuron in Hidden Layer
The neural network with PSO was trained using different swarm size (particle number) of 20, 25 and 30. It is found that to achieve minimum MSE and maximum R 2 values, the optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer is 10, obtained by using 30 particle numbers. The result in Table IV shows that MSE decreases with increasing swarm size. Significant improvement was observed in terms of MSE value when swarm size is increased from 25 to 30. Fig. 8 shows the output from the trained PSO-ANN model is compared with the desired output for training dataset. The model is then simulated using testing dataset with 10 neurons in hidden layer as obtained with 30 particles in PSO to validate the model. DO values from actual process and ANN-PSO model output for testing dataset is shown in Fig. 9 . Result from both datasets shows that PSO-ANN model output for values. Also, the optimal number of hidden is the same as conventional ANN. This shows that higher model accuracy is achieved without the expense of a more complex network architecture if the optimal hidden neurons is larger than 10.
C. PSO-ANN Result
IV. CONCLUSION
The optimized architecture for a neural network in terms of hidden neuron number is determined using Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The use of Lavenberg Marquardt approach in the inside loop for weight and bias optimization ensure fast convergence. Based on the results, the optimal number of neurons in hidden layer is 10, obtained both by trial and error and PSO. Using PSO-ANN, mean squared error process output model output (MSE) is smaller than conventional ANN both for training and testing although for correlation coefficient (R 2 ) the difference is not significant. The use of PSO to optimize the neural network architecture eliminates the need for time-consuming repeated simulation runs method in building DO model with good generalization and accuracy.
